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Abstract7

Feature selection (FS) is the technique of selecting a subset of relevant features for building8

learning models. FS algorithms typically fall into two categories: feature ranking and subset9

selection. Feature ranking ranks the features by a metric and eliminates all features that do10

not achieve an adequate score. Subset selection searches the set of possible features for the11

optimal subset. Many FS algorithm have been proposed. This paper presents a new FS12

technique which is guided by Fselector Package. The package Fselector implements a novel FS13

algorithm which is devoted to the feature ranking and feature subset selection of high14

dimensional data. This package provides functions for selecting attributes from a given15

dataset. Attribute subset selection is the process of identifying and removing as much of the16

irrelevant and redundant information as possible. The R package provides a convenient17

interface to the algorithm. This paper investigates the effectiveness of twelve commonly used18

FS methods on spam data set. One of the basic popular methods involves filter which select19

the subset of feature as preprocessing step independent of chosen classifier, Support vector20

machine classifier. The algorithm is designed as a wrapper around five classification21

algorithms. The short description of the algorithm and performance measure of its22

classification is presented with the spam data set.23
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lassification is a method of categorizing or assi–gning class labels to a pattern set under the sup–ervision of41

teacher. It is one of the familiar and popular techniques in machine learning. The decisions boundaries are42
generated to discriminate between patterns belong to different classes. The patterns are initially partitioned43
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1 INTRODUCTION

into training set and testing set randomly and the classifier is trained on the former. The testing set is used to44
evaluate the generalized capability of the classifier. When a classification problem has to be solved, the common45
approach is to compute a wide variety of features that will carry as much as possible different information46
to perform the classification of samples. Thus, numerous features are used whereas, generally, only a few of47
them are relevant for the classification task, including the other in the feature set About ? -R. Parimala,48
Assistant professor in Computer science Department, Periyar E.V.R. College, Tiruchirapalli, India. (email:49
parimadhu2003@yahoo.com). About ? -Dr. R. Nallaswamy, Profeesor, Department of Mathematics, National50
Institute of Technology, Tiruchirapalli, India. (email:nalla@nitt.edu). used to represent the samples to classify,51
may lead to a slower execution of the classifier, less understandable results, and much reduced accuracy [1]. The52
irrelevant features are filtered out before the classification process [1]. Their main advantage is that their low53
computational complexity which makes them very fast. Their main drawback is that they are not optimized to54
be used with a particular classifier as they are completely independent of the classification stage.55

Kira and Rendell (1992) described a statistical feature selection algorithm called RELIEF that uses instance56
based learning to assign a relevance weight to each feature [2] [3]. ??ohn, Kohavi and Pfleger (1994) addressed57
the problem of irrelevant features and the subset selection problem. Further, they claim that the filter model58
approach to subset selection should be replaced with the wrapper model [4]. Koller and Sahami (1996) examined59
a method for feature subset selection based on Information Theory: they presented a theoretically justified model60
for optimal feature selection based on using cross-entropy to minimize the amount of predictive information lost61
during feature elimination [5]. Dash and Liu (1997) gave a survey of feature selection methods for classification.62
In a comparative study of feature selection methods in statistical learning of text categorization (with a focus63
is on aggressive dimensionality reduction)[34], Yang and Pedersen (1997) evaluated document frequency (DF),64
information gain (IG), mutual information (MI), a ? 2 test (CHI) and term strength (TS); and found IG and65
CHI to be the most effective [20]. Kohavi and John (1997) introduced wrappers for feature subset selection [4].66
Their approach searches for an optimal feature subset tailored to a particular learning algorithm and a particular67
training set. Xing, Jordan and Karp (2001) successfully applied feature selection methods (using a hybrid of68
filter and wrapper approaches) to a classification problem.69

Naïve Bayes Network algorithms were used frequently and they have shown a considerable success in filtering70
English spam e-mails [1]. Knowledge-based and rule-based systems were also used by researchers for English71
spam filters [2] [3]. As an alternative to these classical learning paradigms used frequently in spam filtering72
domain, evolutionary method was employed for classification and compared with Naïve Bayes73
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C classification [4]. It was argued that they show similar success rates although the former outperforms the Naïve75
Bayes classifier in terms of speed.76

In this section, we discuss the basic concepts related to our research. Topics include a brief background on77
FS, methods, Feature Ranking and Feature subset Algorithms.78

FS is frequently used as a preprocessing step to machine learning. It is a process of choosing a subset of79
original features so that the feature space is optimally reduced according to a certain evaluation criterion. FS80
has been a fertile field of research and development since 1970’s and proven to be effective in removing irrelevant81
and redundant features, increasing efficiency in learning tasks, improving learning performance like predictive82
accuracy, and enhancing comprehensibility of learned results [4]. In recent years, data has become increasingly83
larger in both the number of instances and the number of features in many applications.84

Techniques for FS can be divided in two approaches: feature ranking and subset selection. In the first85
approach, features are ranked by some criteria and then features above a defined threshold are selected. In86
the second approach, one searches a space of feature subsets for the optimal subset. Moreover, FS methods can87
broadly fall into two broad categories, the filter model or the wrapper model [2]. The filter model relies on general88
characteristics of the training data to select some features without involving any learning algorithm. The wrapper89
model requires one pre determined learning algorithm in FS and uses its performance to evaluate and determine90
which features are selected. As for each new subset of features, the wrapper model needs to learn a hypothesis (or91
a classifier). It tends to find features better suited to the predetermined learning algorithm resulting in a superior92
learning performance, but it also tends to be more computationally expensive than the filter model [5]. When the93
number of features becomes very large the filter model is usually chosen due to its computational efficiency. In94
wrapper approaches learning algorithms are used to evaluate the quality of each feature. Specifically, a learning95
algorithm is run on a feature subset, and the classification accuracy of the feature subset is taken as a measure96
for feature quality. Generally, wrapper approaches are more computational demanding as compared with filter97
approaches. However, wrapper approaches often are superior in accuracy when compared with filters approaches98
which ignore the properties of the learning task in hand. In most application of SVM classification tasks, accuracy99
plays a greater role as compared with that of computational cost. Both approaches, filters and wrappers, usually100
involve combinatorial searches through the space of possible feature subsets. In the past few decades, researchers101
have developed large amount of FS algorithms. These algorithms are designed to serve different purposes, are102
of different models, and all have their own advantages and disadvantages. Various feature ranking and FS103
techniques have been proposed such as Correlation-based FS (CFS), Chi-square Feature Evaluation, Information104
Gain (IG), Gain Ratio (GR), Symmetric Uncertainty (SU), oneR and ReliefF. The feature ranking algorithms are105
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implemented based on the code from Fselector package. The FSelector Package was created by Piotr Romanski106
and released in ??pril 11, 2009. The primary purpose of feature ranking approach is to reduce the dimensionality107
to decrease the computation time. This is particularly important concerning text categorization where the high108
dimensionality of the feature space is a problem. In many cases the number of features is in the tens of thousands.109
Then it is highly desirable to reduce this CFS evaluates the worth of a subset of attributes by considering the110
individual predictive ability of each feature along with the degree of redundancy between them. Yang & Pedersen,111
1997 is used to measure the association between a class and features, as well as inter-correlations between the112
features. Relevance of a group of features grows with the correlation between features and classes, and decreases113
with growing inter-correlation [1]. CFS is used to determine the best feature subset and is usually combined114
with search strategies such as forward selection, backward elimination, bi-directional search, best-first search and115
genetic search. Among given features, it finds out an optimal subset which is best relevant to a class having116
no redundant feature. It evaluates merit of the feature subset on the basis of hypothesis–”Good feature subsets117
contain features highly correlated with the class, yet uncorrelated to each other [7]”. This hypothesis gives118
rise to two definitions. One is feature class correlation and another is featurefeature correlation. Feature-class119
correlation indicates how much a feature is correlated to a specific class while feature-feature correlation is the120
correlation between two features. Equation 1, also known as Pearson’s correlation, gives the merit of a feature121
subset consisting of k number of features. The CFS method is based on the -merit? criterion. Equation for CFS122
is given is equation? ? ? ? ? ? ii zi zc r k k k r k r 1 (1)123

where r zc is the correlation between the summed feature subsets and the class variable, k is the number of124
subset features, ? zi r is the average of the correlations between the subset features an the class variable, and ? ii125
r is the average inter-correlation between subset features [7]. In CFS features can be classified into three disjoint126
categories, namely, strongly relevant, weakly relevant and irrelevant features [4]. Strong relevance of a feature127
indicates that the feature is always necessary for an optimal subset; it cannot be removed without affecting128
the original conditional class distribution. Weak relevance suggests that the feature is not always necessary but129
may become necessary for an optimal subset at certain conditions. Irrelevance indicates that the feature is not130
necessary at all. b) CHI (? 2 statistic) Chi-Squared attribute selection is based on the Chi-Squared Statistic131
with respect to the target class. The algorithm finds weights of discrete attributes basing on a chi-squared test.132
The ?2 test is used in statistics to test the independence between two events [6].133

2 c) EN (Entropy-based Ranking)134

Linear correlation may not be able to capture correlations that are not linear. Therefore non-linear correlation135
measures often adopted for measurement. It is based on the information-theoretical concept of entropy, a measure136
of the uncertainty of a random variable.137

3 d) IG (Information Gain)138

Information gain [27], of a term measures the number of bits of information obtained for category prediction by139
the presence or absence of the term in a document. Information Gain is a method that selects attributes based140
on informational value gained by creating a branch on the attribute with respect to the class. Information theory141
indices are most frequently used for feature evaluation. A probabilistic model of a nominal valued feature Y142
can be formed by estimating the individual probabilities of the values y?Y from the trained data. Entropy is a143
measure of uncertainty or unpredictability in a system. The entropy of Y is given by? ? ? ? ? ? y p y P Y y Y144
H 2 log ) ( ? ? ? ?145

. If the observed value of Y in the training data are partitioned according to the value of a second feature x,146
and the entropy of Y with respect to the partitions induced by x is less than the entropy of Y prior to partitioning,147
then there is a relationship between feature Y and x. The entropy of Y after observing x is? ? ? ? ? ? y p x y148
P x p x Y H Y y X x 2 log ) / ( ) ( / ? ? ? ? ? ? . Information gain is given by ? ? ) / ( x Y H Y H Gain ? ?149
? ? ) H(X/Y X H ? ? ? ? ) , ( ) ( Y x H x H y H ? ? ?150

Information gain is a symmetrical measure. The amount of information gained about y after observing x is151
equal to the amount of information gained about x after observing y. Gain Ratio is a modification to information152
gain that takes into account the number and size of daughter nodes into which an attribute splits the dataset153
with respect to the class. This dampens the preference that the information gain method has for attributes with154
large numbers of possible values. [8] ? ?155

4 Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology156

) ( ) , ( ) ( X H X Y H X H Y H Ratio Gain ? ? ? . f) Mutual Information157
The MIFS (Mutual Information FS) algorithm uses a forward selection (Battiti, 1994). Mutual Information158

is a measure of general interdependence between random variables (i.e., features and type).We define the mutual159
information,I[X; Y ] , I[X; Y ] = H[X] -H[X/Y ] = H[Y ] = H[Y /X] = H[Y ] + H[X] -H[X; Y ] g) Symmetrical160
Uncertainty161

Symmetrical Uncertainty is another method that was devised to compensate for information gain’s bias towards162
features with more values. It capitalizes on the symmetrical property of information gain. The symmetrical163
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7 B) SEARCHING THE FEATURE SUBSET SPACE

uncertainty between features and the target concept can be used to evaluate the goodness of features for164
classification [10] Symmetrical uncertainty = ? ? ? ? X H Y H Gain ? 2 h) OneR165

OneR could be viewed as an extremely powerful filter, reducing all datasets to one feature. OneR algorithms166
find weights of discrete attributes basing on very simple association rules involving only one attribute in condition167
part. The algorithm uses OneR classifier to find out the attributes’ weights. For each attribute it creates a simple168
rule based only on that attribute and then calculates its error rate [11].169

5 i) Relief170

The RELIEF, one of the most used filter methods was introduced by Kira and Rendell [2] In the RELIEF, the171
relevance weight of each feature is estimated according to its ability to distinguish instances belonging to different172
classes. Thus, a good feature must assume similar values for instances in the same class and different values for173
instances in other classes. The algorithm finds weights of continuous and discrete attributes basing on a distance174
between instances. The relevance weights are set to be zero for each feature and then are estimated iteratively.175
In order to do that, an instance is chosen randomly from the training dataset. Then, the RELIEF searches176
for two closest neighbors to such instance, one in the same class, called the Nearest Hit and the other in the177
opposite class called the Nearest Miss. The relevance weight of each feature is modified in each step according to178
the distance of the instance to its Nearest Hit and Nearest Miss. The relevance weights continue to be updated179
by repeating the above process using a random sample of n instances drawn from the training dataset. Filter180
methods are fast but lack of robustness against interactions among features and feature redundancy. In addition,181
it is not clear how to determine the cut-off point for rankings to select only truly important features and exclude182
noise. ReliefF uses a nearest neighbor implementation to maintain relevancy scores for each attribute. It defines183
a good discriminating attribute as the attribute that has the same value for other attributes in the same class184
and different from attribute values in different classes. [7][8] [9] The Weka implementation repeatedly evaluates185
an attribute’s worth by considering the value of its n nearest neighbors of same and different classes. [4] A family186
of algorithms called Relief [4] is based on the feature weighting, estimating how well the value of a given feature187
helps to distinguish between instances that are near to each other. One advantage of Relief is that it is sensitive188
to feature interactions and can detect higher than pair wise interactions.189

Wrappers use a search algorithm to search through the space of possible features and evaluate each subset by190
running a model on the subset. Wrappers can be computationally expensive and have a risk of over fitting to191
the model. Wrapper methods search through the space of feature subsets and calculate the estimated accuracy192
of a single learning algorithm for each feature that can be added to or removed from the feature subset. The193
feature space can be searched with various strategies, e. g., forwards (i. e., by adding attributes to an initially194
empty set of attributes) or backwards (i. e., by starting with the full set and deleting attributes one at a time).195
Usually an exhaustive search is too expensive, and thus nonexhaustive, heuristic search techniques like genetic196
algorithms, greedy stepwise, best first or random search are often used (see, for details, Kohavi and John (1997)).197
For extracting the wrapper subsets we used wrapper subset evaluator in combination with the best first search198
method. Filters are similar to Wrappers in the search approach, but instead of evaluating against a model, a199
simpler filter is evaluated.200

In the feature subset selection approach, one searches a space of feature subsets for the optimal subset. Such201
approach is present on the FSelector package by wrappers techniques (e.g. best-first search, backward search,202
forward search, hill climbing search). Those techniques works by informing a function that takes a subset and203
generate an evaluation value for that subset. A search is performed in the subsets space until the best solution204
can be found.205

6 a) Feature Subset Selection Algorithm206

The feature subset algorithm conducts a search for a good subset using the induction algorithm itself as part of207
the evaluation function. The accuracy of the induced classifiers is estimated using accuracy estimation techniques208
[4]. The wrapper approach conducts a search in the space of possible parameters. Wrapper approaches use a209
specific machine learning algorithm/classifiers and utilize the corresponding classification performance to select210
features. A search requires a state space, an initial state, a termination condition, and a search engine [15].211
Best-first search is a more robust method than hill-climbing. The idea is to select the most promising node we212
have generated so far that has not already been expanded. Best-first search usually terminates upon reaching213
the goal.214

7 b) Searching the Feature Subset Space215

The purpose of FS is to decide which of the initial (possibly large number) of features to include in the final216
subset and which to ignore. If there are n possible features initially, then there are 2n possible subsets. The only217
way to find the best subset would be to try them all—this is clearly prohibitive for all but a small number of218
initial features.219

Various heuristic search strategies such as hill climbing and Best First [Rich and ??night, 1991] are often220
applied to search the feature subset space in reasonable time. Two forms of hill climbing search and a Best221
First search were trialed with the feature selector described below; the Best First search was used in the final222
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experiments as it gave better results in some cases. The Best First search starts with an empty set of features223
and generates all possible single feature expansions. The subset with the highest evaluation is chosen and is224
expanded in the same manner by adding single features. If expanding a subset results in no improvement, the225
search drops back to the next best unexpanded subset and continues from there. Given enough time a Best First226
search will explore the entire search space, so it is common to limit the number of subsets expanded that result227
in no improvement. The best subset found is returned when the search terminates [12]. The general algorithm228
for the Feature Subset Selection approach is: S = all subsets for each subset s in S evaluate(s) return (the best229
subset).230

8 1) LDA231

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and the related Fisher’s linear discriminant are methods used in statistics232
and machine learning to find a linear combination of features which characterize or separate two or more classes233
of objects or events. The resulting combination may be used as a linear classifier or, more commonly, for234
dimensionality reduction before later classification. The LDA problem is formulated as follows . Let n x ? ? be235
a feature vector. We seek to find a transformationx x ? ? , m n ? ? ? : ? with n m ? , such236

that in the transformed space, minimum loss of discrimination occurs. In practice, m is much smaller than n237
. A common form of optimality criteria to be maximized is the function) ( 1 B W S S tr J ? ?238

. In classical LDA, the corresponding input-space within-class and between-class scatter matrix are defined239
by,t k k K k k B n S ) )( ( 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? t k k n k k n n n K k W x x S k ) )( ( 1 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?240
? k n n k n k k x n 1 1 ? ? ? ? K k k k n N 1 1241

9 ? ?242

The LDA is to maximize in some sense the ratio of between-class and within-class scatter matrices after243
transformation. This will enable to choose a transform that keeps the most discriminative information while244
reducing the dimension. Precisely, we want to maximize the objective function 2) Random Forest Random forest245
(or RF) is an ensemble classifier that consists of many decision trees and outputs the class that is the mode of246
the class’s output by individual trees. Random forests are often used when we have very large training datasets247
and a very large number of input variables (hundreds or even thousands of input variables). A random forest248
model is typically made up of tens or hundreds of decision trees. The algorithm for inducing a random forest249
was developed by Leo Breiman and Adele Cutler [14].250

10 3) RPART251

Recursive PARTitioning is a fundamental tool in data mining. Classification and regression trees [18] can be252
generated through the rpart package [19]. The rpart programs build classification or regression models of a very253
general structure using a two stage procedure; the resulting models can be represented as binary trees. The tree254
is built by the following process: first the single variable is found which best splits the data into two groups255
The data is separated, and then this process is applied separately to each sub-group and so recursively until the256
subgroups either reach a minimum size or until no improvement can be made.257

11 4) NAÏVE BAYES258

The Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier is the simplest in terms of its ease of implementation [20]. In terms of a classifier259
Bayes theorem (4) can be expressed as? ? ) ( ) ( ) / ( / F P C P C F P F C P ?260

,where F is a set of features and C are the target class. One argument [35] is that with the independence261
assumption the classifier would produce poor probabilities, but the ratio between them would be approximately262
the same as using conditional probabilities. Using the somewhat ?Naive’ independence assumption gave birth to263
its name Naive Bayesian classifier. Using the assumption for independence, according to (1), the joint probability264
for all n features can be obtained as a product of the total individual probabilities.265

? ?) / ( / 1 C f P C F P n i i ? ? ? ? ? ) ( ) / ( ) ( / 1 F P C f P C P F C P n i i ? ? ?266
The denominator P(F) is the probability of observing the features in any message and can be expressed as ??)267

into (7) the formula used by the Naive Bayesian Classifier is obtained [19] separates two classes with vectors that268
pass through training data points. The separation is measured as the distance between the support vectors and is269
called the margin. SVM have shown promising results concerning text categorization problems in several studies270
[20]. A recent study [21] demonstrated that its performance was good with reference to the spam domain.? ? ?271
? ) / ( 1 1 k n i i m k k C f P C P F P ? ? ? ? ? Inserting (? ? ) / ( ) ( ) / ( ) ( / 1 1 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? m k n i272
k i K n i i C f P C P C f P C P F C P 5) SVM SVM [18]273

12 Support vector machine and its parameters274

The algorithm about SVM is originally established by ??apnik (1998). Since 1990s SVM has been a promising275
tool for data classification. This introduction to Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is based on [26], [27], [28] and276
[29]. Support vector machine [22], [23] has gained prominence in the field of machine learning. Its basic idea is277
to map data into a high dimensional space and find a separating hyper plane with the maximal margin[22] [23].278
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17 D) MEASURING THE PERFORMANCE

The solutions to classification sought by kernel based algorithm such as the SVM are linear functions in feature279
space: ?? that separates patterns of the two classes [30]. So far we have restricted ourselves to the case where the280
two classes are noise-free. In the case of noisy data, forcing zero training error will lead to poor generalization.281
To take account of the fact that some data points may be misclassified we introduce a vector of slack variables?282
? x ? T w f(x) ?T l ) , ,( 1 ?? ? ? ?283

that measure the amount of violation of the constraints. The problem can then be written as„1 1 2n t i wb i284
Minimize w w C ? ? ? ? ?(2)285

Subject to the constraints ?? , , , ) 0? ? ? ? 1 0, 1, 2,3..... , t i i i i y w x b i ?? ? ? ? ? ?? ?(3)? ? ? ? ? ?286
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? i i i i T i il ii i L b y b ? ? ? ? ?? ? w ? , d287

( , , , , ) 0. x is mapped into a higher dimensional feature space and then the learning takes place in the288
feature space [24] [25]. In this paper, we focus our attention to the RBF kernels: ? ? ? ? ? ? , .i i i Lb C ? ??289
?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? w (4) ? ? 1 ? ? 1 1 1 1 , 2 i j i j i j i i j i Minimize y y k x x ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? to 0 ? ? i I290
d ? ? and 0 ,1, 2,3.i j i j K x x x x ? ? ? .291

Package kernlab [27,28] aims to provide the R user with basic kernel functionality (e.g., like computing a kernel292
matrix using a particular kernel), along with some utility functions commonly used in kernel-based methods like a293
quadratic programming solver, and modern kernel-based algorithms based on the functionality that the package294
provides. ksvm() in kernlab package [27,28] is a flexible SVM implementation which includes the most SVM295
formulations and kernels and allows for user defined kernels as well. It provides many useful options and features296
like a method for plotting, class probabilities output, cross validation error estimation.297

13 a) K-Fold Cross Validation298

When we have finished the FS, we use the SVM to do the classification. The cross validation will help to identify299
good parameters so that the classifier can accurately predict unknown data. In this paper, we used 10 fold cross300
validation to choose the penalty parameter C and ? in the SVM. When we get the nice arguments, we will use301
them to train model and do the final prediction [33].302

14 b) Used Environment and Libraries303

There are several libraries available for FS and SVMs. Fselector package provides functions for selecting attributes304
from a given dataset. Attribute subset selection is the process of identifying and removing as much of the irrelevant305
and redundant information as possible. This package contains Algorithms for filtering attributes, Algorithms for306
wrapping classifiers and search attribute subset space such as best first search, backward search, forward search307
and hill climbing search and Algorithm for choosing a subset of attributes based on attributes’ weights.308

The environment used in this work is R [30] together with the package kernlab ??27][28]. Kernlab is a package309
that offers several methods for kernel-based learning. The program was written in R programming language. The310
PC we used for experiment has the machine used was an Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 @ 2.93GHz with 2GB RAM.311

15 c) Datasets and Data Preprocessing312

The data of the spam email problem in this paper is downloaded from the UCI Machine Learning Repository313
[31] [32]. There are a total of 4601 emails in the database, i.e., the training set is of size 4601, 1813 of which314
are labeled as spam, the rest as non-spam. In addition to this class label there are 57 variables indicating the315
frequency of certain words and characters in the e-mail. The first 48 variables contain the frequency of the316
variable name (e.g., business) in the e-mail. If the variable name starts with num (e.g., num650) it indicates the317
frequency of the corresponding number (e.g., 650). These words were deemed to be relevant for distinguishing318
between spam and non-spam emails. They are as follows: make, address, all, 3d, our, over, remove, internet,319
order, mail, receive, will, people, report, addresses, free, business, email, you, credit, your, font, 000, money, hp,320
hpl, george, 650, lab, labs, 857, data, 415, 85, technology, 1999, parts, pm, direct, cs, meeting, original, project,321
re, edu, table, and conference. The variables 49-54 indicate the frequency of the characters ?;’, ?(’, ?[’, ?!’, ?$’,322
and ?#’. The variables 55-57 contain the average; longest and total run-length of capital letters. Variable 58323
indicates the type of the mail and is either ”non-spam” or ”spam”, i.e. unsolicited commercial e-mail. . Given324
an email text and a particular WORD, we calculate its frequency, i.e., the percentage of words in the e-mail that325
match WORD: word freq WORD =100 × r/t, where r is number of times the In order to obtain an averaged326
unbiased accuracy estimate, we conducted 25 runs. For each run, data are completely randomized, then the327
database is divided into a training set and a separate test set.328

16 Global329

17 d) Measuring the performance330

The meaning of a good classifier can vary depending on the domain in which it is used. For example, in spam331
classification it is very important not to classify legitimate messages as spam as it can lead to e.g. economic332
or emotional suffering for the user. Classifiers have long been evaluated on their accuracy only. An often-used333
measure in the information retrieval and natural language processing communities is Overall Accuracy (OA).334
This is the most common and simplest measure to evaluate a classifier. It is just defined as the degree of335
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right predictions of a model. Kappa statistic: (Kappa). This is originally a measure of agreement between two336
classifiers (Cohen, 1960), although it can also be employed as a classifier performance measure. This is the overall337
Accuracy corrected for agreement by chance. The kappa-statistic as proposed by Cohen (1960) is a coefficient338
to evaluate the agreement among several raters. We have the observations of two raters and assume that both339
raters classify statistically independent. The first mention of a kappa-like statistic is attributed to Galton (1892),340
see ??meeton (1985). The equation for ? is:341

In broad terms a kappa below 0. In this paper, we experiment several FS strategies to work on the spam e-mail342
data set. On the whole, the strategies with RBF kernel are better than the ones without it. In our evaluation,343
we test how the implemented FS can affect (i.e. improve) the accuracy of Support vector machine classifiers by344
performing FS. The results show that filter method CFS, Chi-squared, GR, ReliefF, SU, IG, oneR, enabled the345
classifiers to achieve the highest increase in classification accuracy on the average while reducing the number of346
unnecessary attributes. The primary purpose of FS is to reduce the dimensionality to decrease the computation347
time. This is particularly important concerning text categorization where the high dimensionality of the feature348
space is a problem. In many cases the number of features is in the tens of thousands. Then it is highly desirable349
to reduce this number, preferably without any loss in accuracy. The reason for using these five FS methods CFS,350
LDA, RF, Rpart and NB among twelve FS methods in this study is that they all have shown good performance.351

The experiments have shown that in many cases CFS gives results that are comparable or better than the352
wrapper, Because CFS make use of all the training data at once. The number of features selected by the wrapper353
using CFS is very Less is very faster than the wrapper, by more than an order of magnitude, which allows it to354
be applied to large size of the datasets than the wrapper. 1 2

1

Figure 1: Fig 1 .

Figure 2:

Figure 3: max
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